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Abstract.
The doctoral thesis Wiki Development Environments analyzes contribution barriers to Free, Libre and Open Source
Software (FLOSS) projects. Contribution barriers exist between particular subgroups within the community around
a FLOSS project. Contribution barriers include social and
technical factors. The hurdles that constitute the contribution barrier to become a co-developer receives special emphasis.
The doctoral thesis also describes a pattern language for
maintainers of FLOSS projects. The patterns in this pattern language describe practices that lower the contribution
barriers in FLOSS projects that employ the patterns. The
doctoral thesis includes a novel approach that minimizes
contribution barriers. This approach comprises the combination of a wiki system and an Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) into a Wiki Development Environment
(WikiDE). A WikiDE is a web-based code editor that allows
anonymous users to edit source code and contribute it to a
FLOSS project. From the pattern language perspective, a
WikiDE helps to realize some of the patterns described earlier and amplifies their effect.
Editing source code of software differs from editing text in a
natural language. WikiDE realizations must take these differences into account. This imposes challenges for WikiDEs
realization that exceed the requirements of IDEs and wiki
systems for natural language text.
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